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Goals  
Thank you for your interest in the services of X-Conscious. I loved working for you in the past, feel 

free to let me know how I can help in the future. 

I send you also some information of Lunch& learns which are available. Short practical learning 

nuggets integrated in your worktime. Do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. 

 

 

Effective training program for your consultants  

easy integrated in worktime and online 
 

 

 

Purpose 

Strengthen your 
employee’s 
communication skills 
and enhancing their 
work relationships at 
clients. The program can 
be based on your needs 
or you can choose for a 
standard package 

• Enhanced communication within 
your teams 

• More focus and less frustrations 
• More effective work 
• Happy clients 

For whom? 

A program like this is useful for junior 

employees to give them a good start 

from the beginning but also useful for 

more experienced employees to 

further enhance their skills. 

 

Strong work relations  

 

Why relevant 

Functioning well in a team is an art and not always 

easy. But the skills of your employees can be 

strengthened by giving your employees sufficient 

background in this field and above all to let them 

practice in a safe environment. 

Scope 

The aim is to inspire and motivate to take the 

theory and first practice to apply in their daily 

routines. The more the follow-up on this is 

integrated in your evaluations the stronger the 

result. 

Agenda  

1. Smart start 
2. Strong relations 
3. Strong In teams 
4. Strong online  

•  
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Design: 
 
X-Conscious stands for short practical learning nuggets integrated in your worktime.  Focus on learning in the 
workflow and optimum performance results.  Interaction and discussions are key. On the other hand, we keep 
our sessions light and fun, because people learn best when they are having fun.  X-Conscious works together 
with a collective of certified experts and trainers from Betoobe. Betoobe is a freelance community. As owner of 
X-Conscious, I am the community lead of the trainers’ community.  Do not hesitate to contact me if you have 
any questions. 

“Performance based training programs for your consultants  
easy integrated in worktime.” 

 
 

Each module exists of: 
 

✓ Teasers 

✓ Reference materials (PowerPoint and/or recording of the session) 

✓ Live (online) practice sessions 

✓ Q&A’s 

 
 

WhatsApp discussions & Q&A 
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Full program 
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Trainer  
 
 

 An De Boelpaep 
owner of X-Conscious  

 

Had the opportunity to work in Learning & Development for 

large companies such as Pfizer, Bill Gates Foundation (USAID), 

Ineos, Etex, Prothya Biosolutions.  She started out as an engineer 

and moved quickly to her passion of working with people. Was it 

in a supervisor role or project lead, a combination of Task 

orientation and people orientation is my priority. 

 

 

It is my passion to guide people to improve their personal 

productivity, so that this increased efficiency leads to more job 

satisfaction & engagement. Moreover, this personal growth will 

also boost the organization’s growth. 
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